Explore urban theory, creative writing, illustration, and design.

Inspired by the Fairy Tales design competition (www.blankspaceproject.com), this month-long design studio tackles real world issues with creative abandon.

The Fairy Tales of the City Studio asks students to re-interpret ‘the City’ through a strong narrative lens. A fairy tale is intended to provide a memorable and clear lesson to its readers. How can a design narrative provide a moral of about and for the City? What extraordinary story could frame or identify untapped potential solutions to contemporary urban problems?

Students will select a city that they have personal experience and re-envision a fairy tale (800-1400 words). They will integrate traditional orthographic drawing types into five graphic illustrations to expand upon and beyond their fairy tale narratives.

SUMMER INTENSIVE
JUNE 22-JULY 23, 2020
M/T/TH 1-5PM

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
MACKENZIE WALLER
UW COLLEGE OF BUILT ENVIRONMENTS

CONTACT WALLERM@UW.EDU FOR QUESTIONS & ENROLLMENT INFORMATION